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Abstract Information about interactive virtual environments, such as games, is perceived
by users through a virtual camera. While most interactive applications let users control the
camera, in complex navigation tasks within 3D environments users often get frustrated with
the interaction. In this paper, we propose inclusion of camera control as a vital component
of affective adaptive interaction in games. We investigate the impact of camera viewpoints
on psychophysiology of players through preference surveys collected from a test game.
Data is collected from players of a 3D prey/predator game in which player experience is
directly linked to camera settings. Computational models of discrete affective states of fun,
challenge, boredom, frustration, excitement, anxiety and relaxation are built on biosignal
(heart rate, blood volume pulse and skin conductance) features to predict the pairwise self-
reported emotional preferences of the players. For this purpose, automatic feature selection
and neuro-evolutionary preference learning are combined providing highly accurate affec-
tive models. The performance of the artificial neural network models on unseen data reveals
accuracies of above 80% for the majority of discrete affective states examined. The gen-
erality of the obtained models is tested in different test-bed game environments and the
use of the generated models for creating adaptive affect-driven camera control in games is
discussed.
Keywords Camera control · player experience modeling · skin conductance · blood volume
pulse · neuro-evolution · preference learning
1 Introduction
There is a growing demand for adaptive interactive experiences in virtual environments,
such as games, that provide highly customized affective experience to individual users. Af-
fective modeling research in interactive entertainment environments to date has focused on
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various properties of the environment like narrative engagement (Aylett et al., 2006), inter-
action with characters (Paiva et al., 2002; Conati et al., 2003; Aylett and Paiva, 2006), level
features and game mechanics (Pedersen et al., 2009), and physical interaction (Yannakakis
and Hallam, 2008). While these characteristics of virtual environments are important for
tailoring a user’s experience in the game environment, a vital component of communication
between the system and the user is a virtual camera. The camera could be one of the primary
components of a closed-loop control system using affect as the feedback signal (i.e. affective
loop), since it determines the way users perceive the world and receive visual feedback from
their actions.
The camera viewpoint in games and learning environments is carefully chosen by de-
signers in order to maximize communication of information about the state of the world to
the user. However, this goal of designers often conflicts with user’s agency, where a user
controls her own viewpoint. Thereby, it is important to have a dynamic camera system that
adapts the viewpoint to improve user’s experience during different states of the game. The
very first step towards achieving affect-driven camera control in games is to efficiently iden-
tify and synthesize the affective state of the user and discover the relationships between
camera control and affect.
This paper investigates the effect of camera viewpoints to the psychophysiological state
of players and evaluates the efficiency of preference learning and automatic feature selection
(Yannakakis et al., 2009; Yannakakis, 2009) for the design of affective preference models
of players. Such models are trained to learn the association between virtual camera control
parameters, physiological signals of players, and self-reported affective states. Our attempts
for constructing computational models of affect presented in this paper rely on three main
hypotheses:
– there is an unknown function between biosignal features, camera control parameters
and subject reported emotional preferences that a machine learning algorithm is able to
approximate;
– the above-mentioned function is approximated better by non-linear (rather than linear)
models; indicating its non-linear characteristics; and
– biosignal features which are significantly correlated with emotional preferences are not
likely to be picked by automatic feature selection in the process of constructing non-
linear models of affect.
Towards validating those three hypotheses, physiological signal data and expressed emo-
tional responses are collected through a game survey experiment. The discrete affective
states investigated are fun, challenge, boredom, frustration, excitement, anxiety and relax-
ation and are expressed as pairwise preferences (namely, emotional preferences) using forced-
choice questionnaires. The physiological signals recorded are heart rate, blood volume pulse
and skin conductance. The test-bed game used is a simple three-dimensional prey/predator
game in which camera viewpoint affects gameplay performance.
The notion of affective camera control as a necessary component towards affective
games (Hudlicka, 2009) was introduced by Martinez et al. (2009) in which an initial in-
vestigation of the linear impact of different camera viewpoints on the physiology and ex-
pressed emotions of users is presented. The study presented here builds upon and extends
the work by Martinez et al. (2009) in several dimensions. First, non-linear computational
models of affect are constructed to approximate the function between biosignal data and
reported emotional preferences using neuro-evolutionary preference learning (Yannakakis
et al., 2009; Yannakakis, 2009) — i.e artificial neural networks trained via artificial evolu-
tion on preference data. Linear relationships, reported by Martinez et al. (2009), between
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statistical features (e.g. mean and standard deviation) extracted from physiological signals
— namely, physiological features — and self-reported affective states are solely used as an
initial analysis of the data. Second, three different mechanisms of automatic feature selection
(n best, sequential forward and perceptron feature selection) are applied to select minimal
physiological feature sets as artificial neural network (ANN) inputs that maximize the affec-
tive models’ performance. Feature selection proves to be essential for both selecting minimal
feature sets and distinguishing the appropriate features that contribute to the prediction of
each affective state. The ANN models obtained are accurate predictors of the emotional
preferences of the players; 3-fold cross validation accuracy lies between 71.71% for chal-
lenge up to 85.55% for frustration. Third, three controllable features of the camera, namely
distance, height and frame coherence, are embedded to the ANN models as an intermedi-
ate step towards affective camera control. Camera controllable features — when embedded
to the affective model — constitute components of the non-linear interplay between player
characteristics (via physiology) and reported emotions. Thus, using the obtained accurate
models of affect one could design real-time adaptive mechanisms for adjusting camera con-
trols to accommodate the desired affective game experience.
All three hypotheses stated earlier are validated by the results obtained: the non-linear
models built are accurate predictors of affect relying on biosignal information and camera
control parameters; the simple non-linear models built are better estimators of affect than
the linear models of affect for most affective states; and only a small number of significantly
correlated biosignal features are picked as inputs for the non-linear (ANN) models built.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on the test-bed game considered in
the experiments presented in this paper. Section 3 and Section 4 are, respectively, concerned
with the experimental protocol followed and the biosignal features extracted after data col-
lection. Neuro-evolutionary preference learning and automatic feature selection as a method
for constructing affective models is presented in Section 5. Section 6 and Section 7 ana-
lyze the main results and investigate the generality of the obtained models, respectively. The
paper concludes with an overview of the state-of-the-art on affective modeling and camera
control (Section 8); a discussion on open research questions as well as the generality and
limitations of the approach (Section 9); and a summary of main results and conclusions
(Section 10).
2 The Maze-Ball Game
2.1 The Game
Maze-Ball is a three-dimensional prey/predator PacMan-like game (see Figure 1). The player
(prey) controls a ball which moves inside a maze hunted by 10 red-colored opponents
(predators), namely zombies, moving around the maze. The goal of the player is to max-
imize her score by gathering as many gold tokens, scattered in the maze, as possible while
avoiding being touched by the zombies in a predefined time window of 90 seconds. The
90 second play-time window is designer-driven and attempts to maintain a good balance
between sufficient gameplay interaction and the player’s cognitive load. We need to min-
imize memory-dependent effects of post-experience on questionnaire items and the total
time required for the experience to run; on the contrary the game should provide sufficient
interaction for the requested affective states to be elicited.
The purpose of using Maze-Ball for our experiments is two-fold: first, it consists of a
minimal interface for an enjoyable game (arrow keys for controlling the character) and a
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Fig. 1 Screen-shot of Maze-Ball.
simple visual environment. Single-hand game control via the keyboard allows for the unob-
trusive placement of biofeedback sensors to the free hand which is essential for our purpose.
Second, there is a direct effect of the amount of information available to the player about
the world — via camera viewpoint — on her movement strategy. For instance, in the top-
down view of the full maze the player has complete global information about the world for
planning out the path along the maze. This viewpoint, however, may not be optimal for con-
trolling the character’s local movement as the character takes up only a small fraction of the
entire screen. A close view, such as the first person view, makes moving the character and
avoiding enemies easier but strategically moving along the maze harder.
2.2 The Camera Controller
A dynamic camera controller maintains the position, orientation, and the field-of-view (FOV)
of the camera in a graphical world. Maintaining the camera position and orientation amounts
to finding and maintaining the 3D coordinates (x, y, z) for the location and rotation angles
for orientation (pitch, yaw, roll) to satisfy viewing constraints imposed on the camera by
the game design and the environment. Constraint-based techniques have been extensively
used in virtual camera control systems (Christie et al., 2005b).
The camera system implemented for our experiments is based on a weighted Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP) solver framework for satisfying view constraints at each frame
(Bourne et al., 2008). The CSP representation used in the camera framework of Maze-Ball
contains fewer variables in order to make it interactive and efficient. The camera variables
used are: distance, (D), height, (H), and frame coherence, (Fc). The distance variable’s
values are constrained to maintain a relative distance relationship with the target. Height
variable’s values are constrained to maintain a fixed height relative to the target. Frame
Coherence variable’s values are constrained to maintain smooth motion across frames and
avoid erratic camera movements. We define a camera profile in the context of our game as a
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(a) Game variant 1 (b) Game variant 8
Fig. 2 Two example game variants of Maze-Ball: (a) Low height, Low distance and Low frame coherence (b)
High height, High distance and High frame coherence.
triplet of distance, height, and frame coherence values. The constraint values are expressed
in the range [0, 1].
In this work, we are interested in evaluating the effect of camera viewpoints resulting
from different camera profiles to the psychophysiological state of the players. For the same
physical setting of the game, we vary camera profiles while keeping the game design, level
design, and game mechanics unaltered. Eight game variants are implemented in Maze-Ball
by varying distance, height and frame coherence. For each of the three camera control vari-
ables, two states (‘High’ and ‘Low’) are selected1. Two example game variants are illustrated
in Figure 2.
3 Experimental Methodology
Physiological signals and subject’s emotional preferences were acquired for Maze-Ball via
the following game survey experiment. Thirty six subjects (males: 80%) aged from 21 to 47
years (mean and standard deviation of age equal 27.2 and 5.84, respectively) participated
in the experiment. Each subject played a predefined set of eight games for 90 seconds each
(see Figure 3); the games differ in the levels of distance, height and frame coherence. For
each completed pair of games A and B, subjects report their emotional preference using a
4-alternative forced choice (4-AFC) protocol:
– game A [B] was/felt more E than game B [A] game (cf. 2-alternative forced choice);
– both games were/felt equally E or
– neither of the two games was/felt E.
Where E is the affective state under investigation and contains fun, challenging, boring,
frustrating, exciting, anxious and relaxing. The selection of these seven states is based on
their relevance to computer game playing with parameterized camera positioning. The first
five have been previously used in game-related user studies (Mandryk and Atkins, 2007)
while the last two are included for maintaining a uniform covering of the arousal-valence
appraisal space.
The number of experiment participants is determined by C92 = 36, this being the re-
quired number of all combinations of 2 out of 9 game variants. The experimental protocol
1 The Low and High values selected for distance, height and frame coherence are respectively 2.5 and 6; 6
and 15; and 0.01 and 0.35
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Fig. 3 The experimental protocol followed.
is designed in such a way that 4 preference instances should be obtained for each pair of
the 9 game variants played in both orders (2 preference instances per playing order). Given
that, a number of 8 games (k = 4 — see Figure 3) is required to be played by each subject
resulting to 36 · 4 = 144 game pair preferences. Note that the affective modeling analysis
presented in this paper is based on the 8 game variants described in Section 2.2 and in their
corresponding 112 preference instances — this number excludes the 32 game pairs played
in total containing the ninth variant: 144 − 32 = 112. The ninth game variant defines a
control experiment utilized to test for generality of the obtained models. That game variant
controls for the impact of walls in the game by introducing a Maze-Ball game variant with
much higher visibility; data obtained via the ninth game variant are analyzed in Section 7.
Blood Volume Pulse (BVP), b, and Skin Conductance (SC), s, were collected in real-
time at 32 Hz. Heart rate (HR), h, is computed every 5 seconds by extrapolating the inter-
beat time intervals detected in the BVP signal (see Figure 5). A number of statistical features
of those signals is extracted and presented in Section 4 below. These three signals are se-
lected because: (1) affective states have been reported to have a direct influence to those
signals and (2) they are correlated to sympathetic arousal (see (Picard et al., 2001) among
others). Measurement units for HR and SC are, respectively, heart beats per minute (bpm)
and micro-Siemens (µS) whereas BVP is a relative measure of blood vessel pressure. For
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Fig. 4 The setup of the experiment. The Maze-Ball game is viewed on screen; the IOM bio-sensing hardware
is placed on the subject’s left hand in this picture.
measuring the above-mentioned signals the IOM biofeedback device (IOM Biofeedback
Equipment) is used consisting of three sensors (two electrodes for SC and one photo sensor
for BVP) placed on the subject’s fingertips as seen in Figure 4. By using small and accurate
commercial apparatus like the IOM biofeedback device in the least intrusive way we attempt
to minimize (psychological) experiment effects caused by the presence of recording devices.
Note that subjects are not interviewed but are asked to fill in a comparison questionnaire,
minimizing interviewing effects. The 4-alternative forced choice (4-AFC) protocol is used
since it offers several advantages for subjective emotion capture: we believe it minimizes
subjects’ subjective notions of scaling and allows a fair comparison between the answers of
different subjects while also making explicit the “no preference” cases concealed by 2-AFC.
The 4-AFC and 2-AFC protocols have been successfully utilized to provide data for building
accurate computational models of reported emotional preferences (Yannakakis et al., 2008;
Yannakakis and Hallam, 2008)
4 Features Extracted
This section lists the statistical features extracted from the three physiological signals mon-
itored. Some features are extracted for all signals while some are signal-dependent as seen
in the list below. The choice of those specific statistical features is made in order to cover a
decent amount of the HR, BVP and SC signal dynamics proposed in the majority of previ-
ous studies in the field (Picard et al., 2001; Goldberger et al., 2001; Yannakakis and Hallam,
2008).
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(a) Subject no. 5: Game variant 6
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(b) Subject no. 5: Game variant 1
Fig. 5 Example of the HR, BVP and SC signals obtained in a pair of Maze-Ball games: a subject (no. 5)
plays a game of High height, Low distance and High frame coherence (a) and then a game of Low height,
Low distance and Low frame coherence (b). The subject expressed a fun, boredom and relaxation preference
for the game variant 6 whereas expressed a challenge, excitement, frustration and anxiety preference for game
variant 1.
– All signals (α ∈ {h, b, s}): AverageE{α}, standard deviation σ{α}, maximum max{α},
minimum min{α}, the difference between maximum and minimum signal recording
Dα =max{α}−min{α}, Pearson’s correlation coefficient Rα between raw α record-
ings and the time t at which data were recorded and autocorrelation (lag equals 1) of the
signal ρα1 .
– HR (h): Initial, hin, and last, hlast, HR recording; time when maximum h occurred
tmax{h}, time when minimum h occurred tmin{h} and the differenceDht = tmax{h}−
tmin{h}; the slope, Lh, of linear regression on the signal (linear least squares fitting is
used); and the parameters β and γ of the quadratic regression (hQ(t) = βt2+γt+δ) on
the signal which respectively quantify the curvature and the rotation angle with respect
to the x-axis of the quadratic curve. QR factorization is used to fit the data.
– BVP (b): Average inter-beat amplitude E{IBAmp}, mean of the first and second dif-
ferences of the raw BVP (δb1 and δ
b
2 respectively), and normalized BVP (δ
Nb
1 and δ
Nb
2
respectively) according to the suggestion of Picard (Picard et al., 2001), and mean of
the absolute values of the first and second differences of the BVP signal (Picard et al.,
2001) (δb|1| and δ
b
|2| respectively). Moreover, given the inter-beat time intervals (RR in-
tervals) of the BVP signal the following Heart Rate Variability (HRV) parameters were
computed:
– HRV - time domain: the standard deviation of RR intervals σ{RR}, the fraction
of RR intervals that differ by more than 50 msec from the previous RR interval
pRR50 and the root-mean-square of successive differences of RR intervalsRMSRR
(Goldberger et al., 2001).
– HRV - frequency domain: the frequency band energy values derived from power
spectra obtained using discrete Fourier transformation; energy values are computed
as the integral of the power of each of the following four frequency bands (see (Gold-
berger et al., 2001) among others): Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) band: [0.0, 0.0033]
Hz; Very Low Frequency (VLF) band: (0.0033, 0.04] Hz; Low Frequency (LF)
band: (0.04, 0.15] Hz and High Frequency (HF) band: (0.15, 0.4] Hz.
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– SC (s): All extracted features used for the HR signal. Additional features include the
mean of the first and second differences of the raw SC (δs1 and δ
s
1 respectively) and the
normalized SC (δNs1 and δ
Ns
2 respectively), and the mean of the absolute values of the
first and second differences of the SC signal (δs|1| and δ
s
|2| respectively).
Even though there appear to be correlations between signal dynamics and emotional
preferences by direct speculation of the signals (see Figure 5) a statistical analysis of the
extracted features above will better determine the extent to which each statistical feature has
an impact on reported emotions (see Section 6).
5 Affective Modeling Method
The method followed for designing accurate affective models utilizes machine preference
learning (see Section 5.1 below) to approximate the function between the reported affective
states, the physiological features described earlier in Section 4 and the three camera con-
trollable features — distance, height and frame coherence. Feature selection, as described
in Section 5.2, is employed for each training attempt to choose the appropriate input vector
of the trained emotional preference model.
5.1 Neuro-evolutionary Preference Learning
As previously mentioned, we assume there is an unknown mapping between physiological
features of the player, camera profile parameters and reported emotional preferences. In this
paper, neuro-evolutionary preference learning is utilized to approximate that function.
Other preference learning approaches are possible for this problem. Bayesian learn-
ing and support vector machines are amongst the most popular preference learning mech-
anisms; however, comparative studies have already demonstrated the advantages of the use
of neuro-evolution over those techniques for constructing models of cognitive and affective
states (Yannakakis, 2009; Yannakakis and Hallam, 2008; Yannakakis et al., 2009). Thus,
we believe that a non-linear function such as an artificial neural network (ANN) is a good
choice for approximating the mapping between reported emotions and input data. Simple
single-layer perceptrons (SLPs) — employing non-linear logistic activation functions — are
utilized for learning the relation between controllable and physiological features (ANN in-
puts) — selected from feature selection schemes presented in Section 5.2 — and the value of
the investigated emotional preference (ANN output). The main motivation for using single-
layer perceptrons, instead of multi-layer perceptrons, is that we want to be able to analyze
the trained function approximator and discuss the underlying physical meaning behind the
non-linear relationships obtained; e.g. see discussion in Section 6.3. While an multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) can potentially approximate the function investigated with a higher accu-
racy, a function represented as a single-neuron ANN is easily interpretable by humans.
The single neuron employed uses the sigmoid (logistic) activation function; connec-
tion weights take values from -5 to 5 to match the normalized input values that lie in the
[0, 1] interval. Since there are no prescribed target outputs for the learning problem (i.e.
no differentiable output error function), ANN training algorithms such as back-propagation
are inapplicable. Learning is achieved through artificial evolution by following the pref-
erence learning approach presented in (Yannakakis, 2009; Yannakakis and Hallam, 2008;
Yannakakis et al., 2009).
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A generational genetic algorithm is implemented, using a fitness function that measures
the difference between the subject’s reported emotional preferences and the relative magni-
tude of the corresponding model (ANN) output. More specifically, the logistic (sigmoidal)
function g(E, ²) = 1/(1 + e−²E) is used where E = e(A) − e(B) is the difference of the
ANN output values (investigated emotion) between game A and game B; ² = 30 if A is
preferred (A Â B) and ² = 5 when B is preferred (A ≺ B). Both the sigmoidal shape of
the objective function and its selected ² values are inspired by its successful application as
a fitness function in neuro-evolution preference learning problems (Yannakakis et al., 2009;
Yannakakis and Hallam, 2008; Yannakakis et al., 2008).
A population of 1000 individuals is used, and evolution runs for 100 generations. A
probabilistic rank-based selection scheme is used, with higher ranked individuals having
higher probability of being chosen as parents. Reproduction is performed by uniform crossover,
followed by Gaussian mutation with a 5% probability. All SLP preference learning exper-
iments reported in this paper consist of 20 trails for each emotional preference and each
feature selection mechanism.
5.2 Feature Selection
Automatic feature selection (FS) is an essential process towards distinguishing those fea-
tures that can assist in predicting the investigated affective states. It is our desire to maintain
the physical meaning of the features extracted for our analysis.
Therefore data pre-processing techniques such as principal component analysis are not
applicable. It is also desired that the affective models constructed are dependent on a mini-
mal number of features that yield the highest prediction accuracy. The primary reasons for
minimizing the feature subset are improvement of model expressiveness (interpretability);
reduction of problem dimensionality; and reduction of computational effort in training and
real-time performance.
FS is utilized to find the feature subset that yields that most accurate model and save
computational effort of exhaustive search on all possible feature combinations. Note that
none of the methods presented are guaranteed to find the optimal feature set since neither
of them search for all possible combinations (they are all variants of hill-climbing). Using
the extracted features described earlier the n best individual feature selection (nBest), the
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS), and the Perceptron Feature Selection (PFS) schemes
are applied and compared.
The performance of a feature set selected by automatic FS is measured through the
average classification accuracy of the model in three independent runs using 3-fold cross-
validation. In our case, FS algorithms select the input feature set for the SLP model. The
three FS mechanisms utilized have been previously described and compared in (Pedersen
et al., 2009; Yannakakis, 2009); their main components are presented here for brevity. The
nBest FS mechanism ranks the features used individually in order of model performance;
the chosen feature set of size n is then the first n features in this ranking. SFS is a bottom-
up search procedure where one feature is added at a time to the current feature set. The
feature to be added is selected from the subset of the remaining features such that the new
feature set generates the maximum value of the performance function over all candidate
features for addition. PFS is a single top-down perceptron pruning approach (Mejia-Lavalle
and Arroyo-Figueroa, 2006) modified to match preference learning problems. The percep-
tron’s initial input vector has the size of the number of features examined and it is trained
to match emotional preferences using artificial evolution (see Section 5.1). Features whose
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corresponding connection weight absolute values are below a threshold are eliminated. The
reader is referred to (Yannakakis, 2009) for further details on the three FS mechanisms.
Since we are interested in the minimal feature subset that yields the highest performance
we terminate selection procedure when an added feature yields equal or lower validation
performance to the performance obtained without it.
6 Results
Herein we test if the order of playing the test-bed game affects reported emotions and pro-
vide an analysis on the effects between emotional preferences expressed and physiological
signal features extracted. The impact of the dissimilar game variants of Maze-Ball on emo-
tional responses is also highlighted.
6.1 Order of Play
To check whether the order of playing Maze-Ball game variants affects the user’s judgement
of emotional preferences, we follow the order testing procedure described in (Yannakakis
et al., 2008) which is based on the times that the subject prefers the first (K) or the second
(J) game in both pairs. GivenK and J the order of play test statistic is as follows: rc = (K−
J)/N , where Ns is the number of samples considered. The statistical analysis presented in
Table 1 shows that the order of play does not significantly affect the emotional preferences
of users. The insignificant order effects also, in part, demonstrate that effects such as a
user’s possible preference for the very first game played and the interplay between reported
emotions and familiarity with the game are statistically insignificant.
Reported affective state rc p-value
Fun −0.150 0.214
Challenge −0.222 0.121
Frustration −0.066 0.427
Anxiety −0.222 0.121
Boredom −0.111 0.407
Excitement −0.117 0.303
Relaxation 0.052 0.435
Table 1 Order of play correlation coefficients (rc) and corresponding trinomially distributed p-values for all
investigated affective states.
6.2 Statistical Analysis
An analysis for exploring statistically significant correlations between subject’s expressed
preferences and recorded physiological signal features is presented here. Correlation coeffi-
cients are obtained through c(z) =
∑Ns
i=1{zi/Ns}, where Ns is the total number of game
pairs where physiological signals were properly recorded and subjects expressed a clear
preference for one of the two games (e.g. A Â B or A ≺ B) and zi = 1, if the subject
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preferred the game with the larger value of the examined feature and zi = −1, if the sub-
ject chooses the other game in the game pair i. Note that, Ns is 97, 92, 90, 90, 86, 83 and
54 respectively, for reported challenge, fun, frustration, relaxation, anxiety, excitement and
boredom (see Figure 6).
The variation of the Ns numbers above indicates, up to a degree, the difficulty in ex-
pressing a clear emotional preference on different game variants. The percentage of A Â B
and A ≺ B selection occurrences over all 112 preference instances for different affective
states vary from 86.6% (challenge) to 48.2% (boredom) — see Figure 6. These percentages
provide some first evidence that camera viewpoints (game variants) have a dissimilar im-
pact on the affective states investigated. For instance, challenge, fun and frustration appear
to be very much affected by varying camera viewpoints whereas boredom, on the contrary,
does not appear as an emotion which is directly affected by the game. The amount of “no
preference” (“both equally and “neither”) occurrences for an affective state also indicates, in
part, the appropriateness of the selected state for the test-bed game investigated. Note that,
the high number of “neither” selection instances for boredom suggests the success of the
Maze-Ball game design per se.
Significant correlations are observed between average HR and reported fun preferences
(see Table 2). This effect is consistent with HR effects on fun preferences found through
physical interactive game experiments (Yannakakis et al., 2008; Yannakakis and Hallam,
2008) showing the generality of the E{h} effect on fun preferences across dissimilar game
genres and modes of interaction. Moreover, the difference between minimum and maximum
HR, Dh, and the last (slast) and the maximum (max{s}) recording of the SC signal appear
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Fun Challenge
E{h} 0.347 E{IBAmp} −0.257
min{h} 0.260 sin 0.237
Dh 0.239 min{s} 0.216
slast 0.217 tmin{s} 0.216
max{s} 0.195 δb|2| −0.196
Frustration Boredom
tmin{h} 0.244 min{h} −0.333
HF 0.222 Excitement
σ{RR} 0.200 min{h} 0.204
RMSRR 0.200 Relaxation
Anxiety E{h} 0.244
hlast −0.233 min{s} −0.244
max{h} −0.209 Rs 0.200
Table 2 Statistically significant (p-value < 5%) correlation coefficients (c(z)) between reported emotions
and individual physiological features. Bold values denote highly significant (p-value < 1%) effects.
to correlate significantly with reported fun. All three features indicate increased sympathetic
arousal and appear reasonable correlates of fun.
The minimum HR recording correlates significantly with three emotions. It is positively
correlated to fun and excitement and negatively correlated to boredom indicating height-
ened fun and excitement as well as decreased boredom when minimum HR is increased.
Moreover, minimum HR appears to affect reported fun and boredom more than excitement.
Challenge, together with fun, yields the largest number of statistically significant ef-
fects with physiological features; the most interesting among them include the minimum
recording of the SC signal, min{s}, and the average inter-beat amplitude, E{IBAmp}, ex-
tracted from BVP. Suppressed E{IBAmp} and increased minimum SC correlate to more
challenging games and both indicate heightened sympathetic arousal.
Anxiety appears to be high when the last recording of the HR signal (hlast) and the
maximum h (max{h}) are low. Both effects suggest that a decreasing HR correlates highly
to high levels of reported anxiety. For anxiety, one would expect effects that indicate high
arousal but the linear effects obtained in this experiment show the opposite.
For reported frustration preferences it appears that the further in the game the minimum
HR recording (tmin{h}) is highly correlated to the frustration of the user. Player frustration
is also increased when the uniformity of inter-beat time intervals is lowered (high σ{RR}
and RMSRR) and the changes in HR (high energy of HF) become quicker.
Average HR appears correlated to reported relaxation — on top of its highly significant
effect to fun — showing a potential relationship between fun and relaxation via the E{h}
feature. Moreover, relaxation is anti-correlated to minimum SC indicating suppressed sym-
pathetic arousal. The positive correlation to the correlation coefficient of SC (Rs) suggests
increased relaxation with respect to linear temporal changes of the SC signal.
6.3 Non-Linear Models of Affect
The correlations calculated above provide linear relationships between individual biosignal
features and reported emotions. However, these relationships are most likely more complex
than can be captured by linear models. Given that linearly separable problems are extremely
rare the aim of the analysis presented below is to construct non-linear computational models
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for reported emotions and analyze the relationship between the selected features and ex-
pressed preferences. Furthermore it is our hypothesis that features which are significantly
correlated with a specific affective state are not necessarily picked by automatic feature se-
lection while designing inputs of the non-linear model of the affective state. Previous stud-
ies on user modeling via non-linear functions have demonstrated this inconsistency between
significantly correlated and selected features (Yannakakis et al., 2008; Yannakakis and Hal-
lam, 2008; Yannakakis et al., 2009). Results below validate this hypothesis once more: the
obtained non-linear models are successful predictors of affective states without necessarily
relying on significantly correlated features.
A designer cannot predict the affective state of the player from the available controllable
features if those are not embedded in the derived models. Since controllable features (such
as camera control parameters) are those that we can vary, and therefore those that can be op-
timized by artificial evolution or other optimization techniques, we need to be able to predict
emotions, at least partly, from controllable features. Closing the affective loop via camera
control defines the ultimate aim of this study; however, such a goal is not possible without
controllable features embedded in the affective models constructed. For that purpose, all
three controllable features are initially forced into the input vector of the model without fea-
ture selection. Then feature selection builds on the three-controllable features input model
to choose physiological features that can assist in predicting the investigated affective state.
The inclusion of all controllable features into the model gives the designer all the flex-
ibility the parameter space offers (i.e. representation completeness) to effectively tailor
player experience by generating personalized camera control for the player. By enforcing
features not necessarily chosen by feature selection one runs the risk of constructing mod-
els of lower accuracy since the hill climbing process of feature selection may initiate from
undesired local minima. However, we choose to take the risk of lower performance of affec-
tive models which nevertheless will generate a more complete control parameter set for the
camera.
Driven by the objectives just mentioned we evolve weights for non-linear single layer
perceptrons (SLPs) as described in Section 5.1. The rationale behind the use of SLPs in-
stead of multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) is the expressiveness of the former. Using simple
non-linear models (rather than more complex MLPs) allows for a clearer observation of the
player physiological characteristics and camera control parameters that contribute to each
affective state investigated. This discussion is vital for the deeper understanding of the un-
known underlying function between statistical features of physiology, controllable in-game
parameters and reported emotions. Multi-layer perceptrons have also been employed but not
considered in this study. The resulting MLP networks do not generate significantly higher
performances for all affective states which cannot counter-balance the expressiveness of the
SLP.
The average performance (3-fold cross validation) of 20 trials of each feature selection
algorithm is depicted in Figure 7(a) and the corresponding average number of features se-
lected is illustrated in Figure 7(b). It is apparent that SFS, being a better search mechanism,
outperforms nBest and PFS in selecting high performing feature sets of small size. As seen
in results below, SFS selects small feature sets of size three to five to form the input vector
of accurate SLP models.
Table 3 shows the highest performance (P ) of an SLP obtained via SFS. Prediction
accuracy of the models is above 80% for the majority of emotions (reaching 85.55% for
frustration). Accuracy for fun, is just below 80%, while model performances for challenge
and anxiety are 71.71% and 72.62%, respectively. The variation in model accuracy can be
explained, in part, due to the variation of the play order test-statistic values which sug-
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Fig. 7 Average performance and number of features of 20 trials of the three feature selection mechanisms
for all seven affective states investigated. Confidence intervals (95%) of the averages are also illustrated in
the figures.
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Challenge Fun Frustration Relaxation Anxiety Excitement Boredom
P 71.71% 78.49% 85.55% 82.22% 72.62% 81.48% 83.33%
Pc 44.44% 67.74% 72.22% 71.11% 65.48% 61.73% 50.00%
Pp 70.71% 65.59% 63.33% 70.00% 69.05% 66.67% 70.37%
Pps 67.68% 64.52% 58.89% 60.00% 58.33% 38.27% 62.96%
Pl 70.71% 78.49% 83.33% 81.11% 72.62% 77.78% 79.63%
Pr 48.74% 52.42% 48.33% 50.17% 49.82% 50.86% 48.43%
Table 3 Preference models performance. Highest performing (via 3-fold cross validation) ANNs built on
selected physiological features (Pp) via SFS; on the significantly correlated physiological features (Pps) as
those are presented in Table 2; on the controllable features (Pc); and on both selected (via SFS) physiological
and controllable features (P ). The best performance of linear ANN models built on selected (via SFS) phys-
iological and controllable features (Pl) and the average performance of 20 ANNs with random connection
weights (Pr) are presented for comparison purposes.
Challenge Fun Frustration
Ph
ys
io
δs2 −3.66 E{h} 3.09 pRR50 −2.79
δb|1| −2.44 Ds −2.24 σ{s} 1.50
σ{s} −2.16 min{s} 1.23 Dht −1.08
Lh 2.02 VLF −0.12 γ 0.17
Ds −0.90
H −3.15 3.35 −1.98
D 1.81 −1.01 0.27
Fc −1.14 −3.99 5.0
Relaxation Anxiety Excitement Boredom
Ph
ys
io
pRR50 2.73 Lh −2.87 δNb1 4.41 ρs1 1.87
hlast 2.75 E{s} 1.76 hlast −3.26 β −1.65
δNs1 1.07 tmin{h} −0.54 pRR50 2.21 δNs2 −1.18
Rs 0.30 ρs1 −1.68 min{s} 0.70
H 4.94 −4.33 0.09 1.27
D 1.09 −1.93 −2.12 −1.19
Fc -3.89 4.16 −4.99 5.0
Table 4 Learning from preferences: physiological (Physio) and controllable (D, H and Fc) features and
corresponding connection weights for highest performing ANNs. Features are presented in descending order
of their corresponding absolute connection values.
gest complexity of reporting the specific emotion within the Maze-Ball game. Challenge
and anxiety reveal the highest, nevertheless non-significant, order of play correlation coef-
ficients (see Table 1) among all reported affective states. On the other hand, frustration and
relaxation have very small order of play correlation values which assist genetic search when
building the SLP models. All evolved networks built on physiological and controllable fea-
tures performed better than networks with random weights (Pr) — which reached chance
level prediction accuracy — and networks built solely on controllable (Pc) or physiological
features (Pp).
The difference between the SLP performance and the performance of random networks
indicates the robustness of the SLP models generated; the difference between P and the
performance of SLP models containing only controllable features (Pc) shows that subjec-
tivity via individual player characteristics (e.g. physiology) is necessary for a more accu-
rate approximation of reported affective states. It is also apparent from the performance
of SLP models built on the three controllable features that camera parameters affect some
emotional preferences (e.g. frustration) more than others (e.g. challenge). The difference
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between P and the performances of networks containing only physiological features (Pp)
suggests that the inclusion of game information into the model can help in preference pre-
diction. Finally, the difference between the performance of SLPs employing a non-linear
sigmoidal activation function and the SLPs employing a linear activation function (Pl)
shows that even simple non-linear functions perform equally well to or better than linear
approaches for modeling the affective states investigated. In particular, SLPs employing
the sigmoidal activation function generate, on average, significantly higher performances
than the performances of linear perceptrons in frustration (p(T ≤ 6.74) = 1.0 · 10−7)2
and boredom (p(T ≤ 2.34) = 0.02) and perform better, yet not significantly, in challenge
(p(T ≤ 1.78) = 0.08) and excitement (p(T ≤ −0.72) = 0.48). Those effects validate,
in part, the hypothesis that the function between camera parameters, player physiology and
reported affect incorporates non-linear characteristics that only a non-linear model can ap-
proximate.
The weights of the highest performing SLP networks obtained via SFS are presented
in Table 4. Very few features found to be significantly correlated with affective states (see
Table 2) are picked from automatic feature selection as inputs to the non-linear SLP models.
Specifically, average HR (E{h}) in fun; last HR recording (hlast) in anxiety; and correla-
tion coefficient of the SC signal (Rs) in relaxation are the only three features that are both
significantly correlated with their corresponding emotions and chosen by feature selection.
No such feature exists for frustration, boredom, excitement and challenge. In addition, it is
observed that automatic feature selection of physiological features (Pp) outperforms the ac-
curacy of SLP models trained on the statistically correlated physiological features (Pps), as
those are illustrated in Table 2. The aforementioned findings validate the hypothesis that the
physiological features which are significantly correlated with affective states are not likely
to be picked by automatic feature selection in the process of constructing non-linear models
of affect.
6.3.1 Challenge
Challenge is increased by lower camera position heights and faster transition between frames
as shown by the corresponding connection weights of H and Fc. It is also worth noticing
that D has a positive, but nevertheless smaller, impact to challenge suggesting that higher
values of camera distance increase challenge.
There are five physiological features embedded in the challenge SLP model; the most
physiological features selected by SFS among all affective states. According to the corre-
sponding connection weights higher average 1-step absolute BVP differences (δb|1|) lead to
lower reported challenge. Higher SC variability through the standard deviation and the 2-
step differences of the SC signal lead to lower reported challenge. Challenge also increases
with respect to the slope of the HR signal.
The one existing study investigating the impact of camera viewpoints on reported chal-
lenge focuses on the available information provided by the game (Schwartz et al., 2009) and
not on physiological signals. The generated cross-validation performance in that study is
71.88% but the three camera controllable features are not embedded in the model therefore
no comparative discussion can be made at this point.
2 P-values are obtained through a t-test on the performances of the 20 independent ANN runs. The signif-
icance value is set to 5%.
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6.3.2 Fun
Average heart rate (indicating heightened sympathetic arousal) appears to have a positive
impact to reported fun. On the other hand the SC features related to fun prediction suggest
that heightened SC signals (highmin{s}) without too much deviation (lowDs) contribute to
higher reported fun. The above-mentioned relationships appear commonsensical shaping the
interplay between indicators of sympathetic arousal and fun. The average heart rate effect
validates its appropriateness as a positively related predictor of fun showcased in several
other studies (Yannakakis et al., 2008; Yannakakis and Hallam, 2008).
Furthermore, as derived from the SLP model, the higher the camera height and the lower
the distance and frame coherence camera parameters, the higher the level of reported fun.
6.3.3 Frustration
According to the SLP model, frustration is increased with decreased pRR50 which is a HR
variability indicator strongly dependent on vagal tone. Vagal tone, in turn, corresponds to
parasympathetic activity of the Central Nervous System (CNS) (Massina et al., 1999). This
relationship suggests that increased frustration occurs during parasympathetic inhibition as
showcased in several medical studies (e.g. see (Brosschot and Thayer, 1998)). The standard
deviation of SC has a positive impact to the predicted frustration value. Moreover, frustration
is increased when the time difference between maximum and minimum HR is decreased.
Among the controllable features, it appears that slower frame-to-frame coherence and
lower camera height have a positive impact on increased frustration. It is also worth noticing
that no significantly correlated feature is selected for the non-linear SLP model of frustra-
tion.
6.3.4 Relaxation
Unsurprisingly, higher distance and height values combined with fast frame-to-frame tran-
sition (low Fc values) contribute positively to higher relaxation. Reasonably, low parasym-
pathetic activity, inferred via low values of pRR50, contributes to high levels of reported
relaxation. The somewhat surprising relationship is the one between last HR recording and
relaxation; the connection weight suggests that higher values of hlast contribute to higher
relaxation values.
6.3.5 Anxiety
The connection weights of the physiological features of the SLP model of anxiety are rel-
atively small. It is worth noticing that average SC has a positive relationship with anxiety
whereas, surprisingly, the linear slope of the HR signal is negatively related to anxiety.
Frame coherence and distance have respectively a large positive and negative impact
to anxiety. Similar frame coherence effects are observed in the frustration and boredom
models. The negative effects of both the height and the distance parameter of the camera are
somewhat expected since low values of both generate a rather unpredictable and stressful
gameplay.
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6.3.6 Excitement
The higher the one-step variation within the BVP signal showcased by increased values
of δNb1 , the higher the excitement. Unexpectedly, however, excitement is increased dur-
ing heightened parasympathetic activity as showcased via its positive relationship with the
pRR50 feature. Puzzling is also the effect of low excitement caused due to increased last
HR recordings. One would expect that feature selection would either pick features corre-
sponding to sympathetic arousal for excitement or neuro-evolution would provide opposite
signs to the connection weights of pRR50 and hlast. The negative relationship of ρs1 and
excitement suggests that lower autocorrelation values which imply more randomness in the
SC signal generate higher excitement.
While lower values of frame coherence and distance generate higher excitement, height
has a rather small positive impact to excitement. The combination of such parameter values
generates a fast and rather unpredictable gameplay experience which is reported as exciting
by subjects.
6.3.7 Boredom
The most notable relationship is that between boredom and frame coherence in which higher
values of Fc (slower frame-to-frame transitions) affect boredom positively. Moreover, sen-
sibly, the lower the two-step variation within the SC signal showcased by decreased values
of δNs2 , the higher the boredom. Furthermore lower curvature values, β, of the HR quadratic
model — which indicate a trend of decreasing HR values as the game progresses — are
associated with higher reported boredom. Boredom increases when the SC signal is easier
to predict with a time-series model as implied by stronger autocorrelation values of the SC
signal.
7 Generality
This section presents an attempt to test the generality of the affective models across games
of different game design properties. For this purpose a dissimilar maze game named Maze-
Ball-Low was designed and played in the game survey experiment. The game is a clone of
Maze-Ball with a very important difference: walls have a very low height value; walls are
still visible though defining the shape of the maze (see Figure 7). The absence of walls as
viewing obstacles in Maze-Ball generates a completely new playing experience with respect
to available visual information. It is, therefore, expected that camera control on the Maze-
Ball-Low game has a dissimilar impact to player psychophysiology.
The reader is reminded that there are eight games, in total, played by each subject during
the main game survey experiment. The Maze-Ball-Low variant (named as variant 9 in Sec-
tion 3) is evenly placed in either of the eight places of the game sequence to minimize any
potential order effects. Each subject is asked to express her emotional pairwise preferences
between the Maze-Ball-Low variant and a Maze-Ball variant. Both game variants have the
same camera profiles (i.e. camera control parameter set).
To investigate the extent to which the predictive models of emotional preferences com-
puted using the data from Maze-Ball generalizes to a dissimilar game the best performing
evolved SLPs of Table 4 are presented with and evaluated on the unseen data and preferences
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Fig. 8 Snapshot of the Maze-Ball-Low game.
of the Maze-Ball-Low game. Table 5 shows a comparison between the average total classi-
fication accuracy on Maze-Ball (as previously presented in Table 4 and on Maze-Ball-Low
of all three evolved SLPs.
Maze-Ball-Low ∆P
Challenge 55.95 15.76
Fun 58.02 20.47
Frustration 68.18 17.37
Relaxation 61.54 20.68
Anxiety 52.77 19.85
Excitement 51.66 29.82
Boredom 48.18 35.15
Table 5 Classification accuracy (%) on unseen preference data of the Maze-Ball-Low (PL) game and per-
formance difference (%) from the accuracy obtained on the Maze-Ball game (∆P = P −PL). Random SLP
performance reaches chance level.
It is apparent that the performances obtained on the Maze-Ball-Low game are lower
compared to the percent accuracies on the validation data of the Maze-Ball game. Even
though for some affective states (anxiety, challenge, excitement and boredom) performance
reaches chance level on the unseen data of the Maze-Ball-Low game the SLP models predict
fun and relaxation with accuracies around 60% and frustration with accuracy of 68.18%.
It therefore appears that the generalizability of physiological signal features varies across
different affective states. Note that the values of the three controllable features for the two
games compared are identical (both Maze-Ball and Maze-Ball-Low games have the same
camera profile); thus, the prediction is relying solely on the physiological features selected.
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Models appear to generalize up to a good degree for fun, frustration and relaxation in
a completely different game where the impact of walls on player experience is substantial.
Model performances also indicate that these three discrete affective states can be predicted
well via physiological signals across dissimilar games. The prediction of the remaining four
states could be supported by additional modalities of input such as generic in-game param-
eters and keyboard events. Preliminary results showcase the effectiveness of multimodal
inputs resulting to increased validation performance of the SLP models.
8 Background
8.1 Affective Games
The concept of affective gaming has recently attracted significant attention within the af-
fective computing community (Hudlicka, 2009). Measurements of physiological quantities
have been used extensively for emotion recognition of users while playing games (Fair-
clough, 2009). Correlations between physiological signals — galvanic skin response (GSR),
jaw electromyography (EMG), respiration and cardiovascular measures — and reported user
experiences in computer games have been examined in various genres of games (Mandryk
and Atkins, 2007; Ravaja et al., 2006; Hazlett, 2006; Rani et al., 2005; McQuiggan et al.,
2006). However, this study focuses on the construction of non-linear models of pairwise
emotional preferences of players using stochastic optimization. Previous studies showcase
the effectiveness of preference learning on building models of fun preferences in physi-
cal interactive games (Yannakakis et al., 2008; Yannakakis and Hallam, 2008; Yannakakis
et al., 2009) and models of player experience (Pedersen et al., 2009, 2010) for the purpose
of evaluating level content in platform games.
Camera control can be viewed as an important component of the overall affective game
engine envisioned by Hudlicka (2009); however, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
role of the camera in affective interaction has not been investigated yet. This paper is novel
in that it introduces the concept of affective camera control and investigates the impact of
camera parameter settings on psychophysiology of players.
8.2 Camera Control
One central problem in the field of automatic camera control is the selection of viewpoints in
3D space in real-time in a way that communicates information present in a 3D environment
effectively. Previous work on intelligent camera control has focused mainly on the frame-by-
frame graphical placement of the camera to satisfy given cinematic constraints (Bares et al.,
2000; Nicholas et al., 2001; Christianson et al.). Less attention has been paid to informing the
placement of the camera over time based on the context of unfolding events (Amerson et al.,
2005; Jhala and Young, 2005) within 3D environments and the affective communication of
these events through the camera.
The problem of optimizing camera parameters has received significant attention from
the research community (Christie and Olivier, 2006). Earliest approaches (Ware and Os-
borne, 1990; Blinn, 1988; Gleicher and Witkin, 1992) focused on interactive 3D camera
movement within the parameterized space of camera variables such as location, rotation,
and field-of-view. Optimization approaches have used techniques like evolutionary algo-
rithms (Burelli and Yannakakis, 2010a,b), artificial neural networks (Pickering, 2002), par-
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ticle swarm optimization (Burelli et al., 2008), and constraint satisfaction solvers (Christie
and Normand, 2005) for improving the performance and quality of camera compositions.
These approaches have applied different mathematical representations for constraint satis-
faction to select feasible 3D volumes, optimizing search within selected volumes based on
high-level constraints.
Recent approaches to camera control (e.g. (Jhala and Young, 2005, 2006)) have started
investigating the motivation behind camera placement that is influenced by the underlying
content and communicative affective goals. Such approaches, mainly oriented towards nar-
rative communication systems, consider the underlying context of the narrative to generate
planned action sequences for the camera. Affective adaptation of presentation is a key as-
pect involved in the design of such camera control systems. None of the current approaches
have addressed the importance of a virtual camera in the affective loop for human inter-
action. Evaluation of existing camera systems has either been on runtime performance of
algorithms (Christie et al., 2005a), or user-modeling based on specific interaction models in
interactive scenarios (Bares and Lester, 1997). The affective modeling approach presented in
this paper could be used to evaluate different camera systems for their efficacy in modulating
affective experience for users.
9 Discussion
For the experiments presented in this paper, we only defined three controllable features of
the camera. The primary reason for restricting ourselves to three features is the combina-
torial explosion of the required number of subjects given the experimental methodology
followed. Random sampling of the hyperplane of the generated game variant space should
be considered for such an attempt. Even though distance, height and frame coherence en-
capsulate the dynamics of camera control well, a number of additional controllable features
could easily be designed, given an adequate number of experimental subjects; for example
the center of view and angle of camera shot.
One of the limitations of the experimental protocol proposed is post-experience. Users
report affective states after playing a pair of games which might generate memory depen-
dencies in the reports. Effects such as order of play and game learnability might also be
apparent and interconnected to memory. The experimental protocol, however, is designed to
test for order of play effects which, in part, reveal memory (report consistency over different
orders) and learnability effects, if any. Results showcase that reported challenge and anxiety
are affected (yet not significantly) by the order of play which in turn reveals potential mem-
ory and/or learnability effects for these two particular affective states. The insignificant, yet
notable, order of play effect on challenge and anxiety appears to be generic over dissimilar
games and study purposes. Significant order of play effects on reported challenge and anx-
iety are demonstrated in a similar study involving the control of the level generator for the
popular platform game Super Mario Bros (Pedersen et al., 2010). In that study and the study
presented here challenge and anxiety are the states most difficult to predict with the use of
ANNs.
Forced report (4-AFC) provides viable data for a machine learning algorithm but it does
not necessarily capture the dynamics of the experience. On the other hand, free emotional re-
port could potentially provide more genuine response but it is harder to analyze and requires
a laboratory experimental setup, which is not desired given the aims of this study. There ex-
ist solutions for both testing emotional models over different time windows as introduced in
(Yannakakis and Hallam, 2009) and capturing the association between gameplay dynamics
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and emotional responses via e.g. recurrent neural networks. Both include future directions
of this research prior to adjusting the camera behavior for maximizing player experience.
Building computational models of affect defines the intermediate step towards adap-
tive camera control since one (e.g. a game designer) can potentially use such models for
adjusting camera internal controls (distance, height, frame coherence) in real-time to max-
imize the model’s output value (e.g. fun). Note that, the constraint-based camera controller
used here can support the transition between any camera profile designed. Furthermore, the
methodology of our experiments is useful to game designers in verifying the effect of their
choice of viewpoints on the desired affective states of the players.
10 Conclusions
This paper introduces the first step toward affective camera control in games. An efficient
experimental protocol was designed and the quantitative impact of subject’s reported emo-
tions on HR, BVP and SC signal statistics was investigated through a prey/predator 3D
action game (Maze-Ball). Player performance in the Maze-Ball game is directly affected by
camera viewpoint parameters. Statistical analysis on the data collected reveals that the order
of playing Maze-Ball variants does not appear to significantly affect any affective state pref-
erences expressed by the subjects. Furthermore, the statistical effects obtained provide some
first insights for the physiology of reported emotions and the impact of camera viewpoint on
the psychophysiological state of the player. Several features indicating sympathetic activity
of the heart appear to correlate with reported emotions, in participants of our experiments.
Highly significant effects are found between average and minimum heart rate and fun; min-
imum heart rate and boredom; average inter-beat amplitude and challenge; and time of the
minimum HR recording and frustration.
According to the methodology proposed, we do not attempt to infer values for appraisal
dimensions (e.g. arousal and valence) through HR, SC and BVP (Mandryk and Atkins,
2007) nor built affective models on annotated data streams; instead, we assume there is
an unknown mapping (unknown number of dimensions and search space) between camera
viewpoint, player characteristics (derived from physiology) and reported discrete affective
states. Furthermore, given the variation of the notion of scaling across subjects, we be-
lieve that subjective affective models can be built more accurately on reported data derived
from pairwise emotional preferences. Based on work by Yannakakis and Hallam (2008) and
Yannakakis et al. (2008), we assume that the mapping between physiological characteris-
tics and reported emotional preferences is non-linear. For this purpose, neuro-evolutionary
preference learning (Fu¨rnkranz and Hu¨llermeier, 2005) was utilized for the construction of
non-linear computational models (i.e. artificial neural networks) of reported emotions.
Results show that construction of accurate predictors of reported affective states is pos-
sible using neuro-evolutionary preference learning. Single layer perceptrons whose input
vector is designed by automatic feature selection manage to capture the biosignal dynam-
ics associated to reported emotions. Only very few significantly correlated biosignal fea-
tures are included as inputs in the single-layer perceptron models obtained and these models
vastly outperform the models trained on only significantly correlated features. These find-
ings validate the hypothesis of the inappropriateness of linear relationships as being accurate
indicators (or estimators) of affect for most affective states investigated.
Tests performed to check the generality of the obtained models across dissimilar games
show that models are generic up to a degree for specific affective states. In particular, fun,
frustration and relaxation are predicted well in a game that generates dissimilar playing
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experiences to Maze-Ball with respect to visual information available. Results from this
analysis suggest that biosignal features are good predictors of affect for fun, frustration and
anxiety independently of important gameplay features like wall height. However, wall height
in Maze-Ball appears to affect challenge, anxiety, excitement and boredom in a fashion
which cannot be captured by physiological indices; additional modalities of input seem to
be required for better predictions of those affective states.
The ANN models incorporate all three controllable features of the camera which is
a choice forced by the designer. The exact relationship between camera control, player’s
physiology and affective state is therefore embedded in the ANNs. To effectively close the
affective loop one could vary camera controls and observe changes in the output of the
model by computing the partial derivatives of the output (e.g. frustration) with respect to the
controllable input (e.g. distance) as proposed in (Yannakakis and Hallam, 2009). Gradient
information of the ANN model will solely provide an indication of whether the associated
controllable features should be increased or decreased for the affective predictor output to be
set to a pre-defined value. Evidently, the designer (or an automated process like reinforce-
ment learning) may then choose how often and by how much the parameters of the camera
should change during interaction for eliciting the desired playing experience.
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